1995 jeep grand cherokee pcm

The PCM has a 60 pin connector and on the back side of the connector wire side are embossed
a few numbers to further aid you in correctly identifying the pins circuits. Here are some very
important safety precautions when testing the wires coming out of the 60 pin PCM connector.
I've made every effort to double and triple check the above info and in the next couple of pages
and I've used the best sources to compile it but nothing in life is perfect. I don't have a staff of
proof readers or editors, I'm just a little guy typing this stuff up in my spare time to help and
give back to the Do-It-Yourself community. So without further ado, here's my disclaimer:. If you
do spot errors, please let me know. You can use the contact form at the end of the article.
Starter Motor Circuit Diagram 4. Power Distribution Center 4. As an Amazon Associate, I may
earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this
website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem! You can find the 4. If one or any of the wires on your
Jeep Grand Cherokee DO NOT match the color stated in the pin out charts, then you should not
use the pin out charts in this article. Never probe the front of the connector. You should use a
wire piercing probe and probe the wire a few inches away from the connector. To see what this
tool looks like: Wire Piercing Probe. You should use a back probe. You should never disconnect
any of the PCM connectors without first disconnecting the battery negative terminal. Disclaimer
I've made every effort to double and triple check the above info and in the next couple of pages
and I've used the best sources to compile it but nothing in life is perfect. If this info saved the
day, buy me a beer! All Articles: Jeep 4. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the
site! Please see the Part Fitment information below for proper vehicle fit and the part details
section for additional information. We are an essential business serving the auto repair
industry. Rest assured all eBay orders are being processed and shipped on time. This part has
a 90 day warranty and will ship via ground. Tracking numbers will be uploaded to eBay once the
package has left our facility with the carrier which is usually by 7PM eastern time. Please note
all vehicle image s shown are of the donor vehicle at the time we received it and before it was
dismantled. The photos may not represent its current state or available parts. Only the single
part described and noted for sale in our description is guaranteed to be included when shipped.
Other parts shown in the image s are not guaranteed to be included but may be available for
sale. Please contact us for more information. If you have any questions or issues with the part
you receive please contact us through eBay messaging and we will be happy to help. We have
been in the recycled auto parts business for over 30 years and stand behind every part we sell.
We accept immediate payment by credit card, debit card or Paypal processed through eBay
checkout. Some of our listings use the Best Offer feature. If Best Offer is available on the item it
will be noted on the listing. If you make a Best Offer and your offer is accepted payment is due
within 5 business days. If payment is not received after 5 business days the item will be relisted
and an unpaid item case will be opened. Tracking information will automatically be uploaded to
eBay once your order has left our facility. Large items such as engines, transmissions, doors,
hatches and axle assemblies will ship via freight carrier. Parts shipped by freight are pallet
strapped and wrapped. Most orders will be shipped within one business day however for freight
shipments we will need more information from you to provide to the carrier before your item will
ship. Please provide a valid phone number with your payment. Once payment for a freight item
is received a representative will contact you to schedule a freight shipment, verify your vehicle
fitment and answer any questions you may have regarding the freight shipment. Please inspect
all freight shipments prior to signing for the delivery! If any transit damage has occurred please
refuse the shipment and contact us through eBay messaging for assistance. We will take care
of it from there and file a claim with the carrier and arrange a replacement or refund for you. It is
very important to not sign for a damaged freight shipment! You have the right to examine the
shipment for obvious signs of damage prior to signing and accepting the delivery. If a delivery
driver refuses to allow you to inspect the shipment until you sign for it please do not sign,
refuse the shipment and contact us through eBay messaging. Your signature on the delivering
carrier's freight Bill Of Lading BOL constitutes acceptance of the merchandise as is and in good
order so please inspect it before signing for it. However, if you inspect the shipment, sign for it,
but later you find damage that you could not see during the initial delivery, please don't worry!
This is called concealed damage and we can still work with the carrier on your behalf and file a
claim so all you need to do is let us know. We will need you to send us some photos of the
damage so we can file that claim with the carrier. If you have any questions regarding freight
shipments please contact us through eBay messaging prior to purchasing. If a UPS delivered
item arrives damaged, please retain all packaging and contact us through eBay messaging for
immediate assistance. We will open a damage claim with UPS and arrange for the return and
replacement of the item at our expense. Be sure to provide us with all necessary contact
information with your order. We are unable ship freight items until we have all information

required by the freight carrier. No International shipping is available outside of the eBay Global
Shipping program. Territories outside of the continental U. We offer a standard warranty on all
mechanical parts. This covers the part only, no labor charges to install the part. We are not
responsible for any improper installation or misdiagnosis. Need to Return? No Problem! Thank
you for shopping with us! While we hope you are satisfied with your order, we understand there
are times when a return may need to take place. All parts come with a 60 day return policy. If
your return is for a defective, damaged or an incorrect item we ask that you please contact us
through eBay messaging before opening a return request. We can process most returns
through eBay messaging and provide you with a replacement part or a return label to send the
damaged item back for full refund. We also ask that you take care in repackaging our item in
order to receive a full refund upon return! Helping us keep our returns low will help keep our
prices low! In the event a part sold fails to operate within the warranty period we will replace the
part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund the part purchase price, at our option.
Warranty period begins on the day the part is delivered. Warranty is for replacement of the part
only and does not include any towing, labor, fluids, seals or gaskets. All parts must be installed
to manufacturer's specifications. Failure to install parts properly will void all warranties. You
may be required to submit documentation regarding the installation to support a warranty claim.
Fenix Parts owns full service recycling yards across the United States. Our growing network
proudly services collision shops body shops , mechanical repair shops and individual retail
customers. Thank you very much for shopping with Fenix Parts! We are not responsible for any
delays incurred by the shipping carrier. We cannot ship to P. Please provide a UPS shippable
street address. Our shipping department is closed on weekends. A refund for the purchase
amount will be issued within 48 hours of receipt of the returned item. All Rights Reserved. In
this mode, trouble codes flash on the dash panel through the "check engine" light. The light
blinks repeatedly to indicate a number representing a specific engine problem. Turn your
vehicle to the "on" position without firing it up. Switch it back and forth on, off, on, off and on
within five seconds. This triggers the PCM to go into diagnostic mode. Leave the car on to read
the trouble codes. Record the number of times the check engine light flashes. To indicate
number codes, the light will flash a number of times to represent the first digit, pause, and then
flash to represent the second digit. Code 13, for example, will be represented like this: flash,
pause, flash, flash, flash. Continue recording the engine codes there may be several until the
check engine light flashes the code 55, which stands for "End of Code Output. Reference the
codes in your Jeep manual or on the Internet to determine any engine problems indicated
during the process you've just completed. See "Resources" for a link to Jeep code meanings.
Brooke Julia has been a writer since Step 1 Turn your vehicle to the "on" position without firing
it up. Step 2 Record the number of times the check engine light flashes. Step 3 Continue
recording the engine codes there may be several until the check engine light flashes the code
55, which stands for "End of Code Output. References JeepHorizons. Turn the car off and begin
again. Clear engine codes by disconnecting the battery and then reconnecting it. It monitors the
air-to-gas ratio, performance, and ignition timing. Sometimes, however, the PCM runs into
problems. A PCM can fail due to several factors, such as a short circuit, corrosion, or thermal
stress. Problems may also occur if vibration causes micro-cracks in the unit. Determining why
the PCM specifically fails is essential in avoiding the same damage to the replacement. One
function of the Jeep Cherokee PCM is to control fuel injection and determine the right time to
switch gears. If the PCM is faulty, it can lead to stalls or rough idling. Unfortunately, this is part
of the Jeep Grand Cherokee PCM problems, and one of the most frustrating issues owners had
to address. The PCM may provide wrong inputs, which leads to other problems. Among these
are engine light issues and power steering, according to Jeep Cherokee owners. The Check
Engine light turning on randomly tops the list. Reasons that your Check Engine light turning on
include emissions problems, faulty O2 sensors, and problems with the PCM. Something else is
wrong with the vehicle that needs to be located, diagnosed, and repaired. When this happens,
ignition or starting issues occur. If your PCM is defective to a point where it cannot make
adjustments to the timing or air-to-fuel ratio, then your Jeep may not even start. It is best to
check these parts and see if they need replacement. Since the PCM controls your air-to-fuel
ratio and transmission, a faulty unit may decrease your fuel efficiency, power, and acceleration.
Your fuel mileage may inexplicably worsen. A defective PCM can also make your vehicle
sluggish and troublesome when suddenly accelerating or driving uphill. Other performance
issues include your Jeep running poorly and having a wide variety of electrical problems.
Owners reported this specific problem with the electrical system. You need to perform a
soldering repair to fix these bad connections. Take note that this applies to
automatic-transmission vehicles only, as the PCM has no control over the transmission of a
five-speed stick shift. You will notice that your Jeep shifts erratically or seemingly at random. If

you have done numerous repairs on the automatic transmission on your Cherokee and replaced
your automatic transmission fluid but are still having problems, then you have a faulty PCM.
Your PCM has sensors on the radiator, the air filter, the vacuum pipe, the throttle body, and the
crankshaft, to name a few. Sensor issues rarely point to a defective PCM â€” usually, faulty
sensors need replacement to resolve the issue. In diagnosing a faulty PCM, the presence of
powertrain error codes does not automatically pinpoint a problem with the unit itself. It may be
with the wiring harness, the power delivery, or physical damage to the unit. Causes for PCM
failure typically fall under either incorrect voltage or environmental factors. Voltage overloads
are due to a short in a solenoid or actuator circuit of the PCM, or if your Jeep is somehow
shocked or experiences power surges. This excessive electricity fries your PCM, rendering it
unable to recover from the jolt. A Jeep Cherokee PCM replacement will be pointless if the
shorted solenoid or actuator is not located and fixed, as the voltage overload it creates is
guaranteed to damage the replacement unit. Similarly, if the transmission or fuel injector wires
become corroded, they can lose conductivity and lead to engine failure. If you suspect the
wiring harness, perform a visual inspection and replace any frayed wires or corroded contacts.
If everything looks good visually, follow up with a multimeter to make sure you do not miss
anything. A new starter can also cause your PCM to fail, so ensure that it does not lead to a
power surge when starting your Jeep as installing one frequently bypasses the surge protector
on your PCM. Low voltage is another cause of a faulty PCM. Replacing your battery will typically
fix the problem. If water gets inside the unit, it can short circuits and ruin electronic connections
permanently. Mud is no exception. So when going off-roading, exercise moderation and
remember that your Jeep Cherokee cannot swim. Likewise, corrosion, thermal stress, and
vibration adversely affect the proper function of your PCM. An example of this would be the
sensors in your PCM. So if you frequently ride on rough terrain, chances are you will get more
sensor issues than those who use their Cherokee as daily drivers. Following the recommended
troubleshooting steps typically gets the problem fixed. If you encounter any of these problems,
have checked on the other components of your vehicle, and have identified that your PCM is
neither toasted nor physically damaged, then resetting your PCM may be the only thing needed.
Some Jeep Cherokee owners follow a completely different set of steps, namely: disconnecting
the battery overnight for at least eight hours , reconnecting it in the morning, starting the engine
up, and letting it idle until it has heat cycled a couple of times meaning the thermostat has
opened and closed. They would then drive their Jeep Cherokee normally around town for a
while before taking it out on the highway. This process works better for them and allows their
Jeeps ample time to relearn their driving habits or pattern. So how do you do it? First, get the
correct replacement PCM specific to the make and model of your vehicle. The replacement unit
is plug-and-play, so installation is easy and is essentially a matter of swapping boxes. Next,
determine the PCM location inside the instrument panel, climate control system, or under a
seat. Then, disconnect the battery before removing the old PCM and installing the replacement
unit. This step is one thing most installers forget to do. After this, you can reconnect the
battery. Lastly, allow the replacement PCM to undergo its relearning phase. This phase may
require you to take the vehicle for a short drive cycle going over 35 mph , so the computer can
adjust itself and run properly. It may take some time to relearn your driving habits, too, so you
may experience rough or awkward shifting until this occurs. Also, avoid purchasing
remanufactured PCMs online as these are proven to fail after only a year of installation. Go for
high-quality refurbished PCMs with a lifetime warranty. How do you know if a PCM relay is bad?
These three symptoms indicate a bad PCM-relay:. Then you remove the PCM covers, clean off
any potting compound from the electrical connector that is soldered on, reflow the solder from
each pad to its connector with as little an amount as possible. Ensure not to touch any other
connectors or copper circuits as any damage will permanently destroy your PCM. You may also
clean all contact with contact cleaner before reassembling your PCM. Is there any Jeep PCM
recalls? So unless the driver shifts to neutral or applies brakes, the vehicle either maintains or
accelerates its current speed, resulting in a possible unforeseen vehicular crash. The firm also
recalled 86, units of its year model due to transmission issues during deceleration. For both
recalls, FCA advised affected Cherokee owners to have their Jeep dealer inspect the software
level of their PCM and reprogram it as needed to fix the problem. Covering these will help
determine the need for a fix or replacement, or if other components have to be repaired for the
PCM to function properly. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long
way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural
applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content. The engine stalls or
misfires. The check engine light comes on. The vehicle has difficulty starting
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. The engine has performance issues. There is damage to the circuit board. There are
transmission issues. Problems with sensors become more noticeable. It shows random error
codes. Engine stalls or misfires. The Check Engine light is on. Jeep Cherokee has difficulty
starting. Transmission issues surface. Issues with sensors become more noticeable. Voltage
vs. Damage In diagnosing a faulty PCM, the presence of powertrain error codes does not
automatically pinpoint a problem with the unit itself. Resetting the PCM on a Jeep Cherokee If
you encounter any of these problems, have checked on the other components of your vehicle,
and have identified that your PCM is neither toasted nor physically damaged, then resetting
your PCM may be the only thing needed. Reconnect the battery cable. Turn the headlight on.
Turn the headlights off. Turn the ignition key off. Your PCM is successfully reset! The engine
will not start. You experience a massive battery drain or a dead battery. Continue Reading.

